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NOTATION
A fan exit area, m2 (sq ft), or wing aspect ratio
b wing span, m fft)
c wing chord parallel to the plane of symmetry, m (ft)
- 2 rb/2
c mean aerodynemic chord, _ _ c2dy, m (ft)J
_, O
D
CD drag coefficient, q--_
C rolling moment coefficlent, __L-
1 qSb
CL lift coefficient, L__qS
Cm pitching moment coefficient,
M
qSg
N
Cn yawing moment coefficient, qS--b
i
y
Cy side force coefficient, qS
D drag, N (lb)
it horizontal tail incidence angle, deg
i, -j,I rolling moment, N-m (ft ib), or length, m (ft)
L total lift on the model, N (Ib)
,, M pitching moment, N-m (ft ib)
N yawing moment, N-m (ft Ib)
Po _tandard atmospheric pressure, N/m 2 (Ib/sq ft)
Ps free stream static pressure, N/m 2 (ib/sq ft)
, RPM corrected fan rotational speed, fan spee d
S _;iug area, m2 (sq ft) ,
|
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T fan thrust, pAVj 2, N (ib)
v air velocity, m/sec (ft/sec)
V free stream air velocity, knots or m/sec (ft/sec)
- St_t
v tail volume coefficient, S---g'-
Y side force, N (ib)
_' a angle of attack of the wing chord plane, deg
B angle of sideslip, deg
lift fan exit louver deflection angle; 0° in the direction to
v
produce maximum thrust in the lift direction with a = 0 °,
o = 0°, deg
v
o lift fan exit louver cascade rotation angle; 0° in the direction
V
to produce maximum thrust in the lift direction
Ps
relative static pressure, --P
0
6 lift-cruise fan exhaust duct angle; 0° in the cruise direction, deg
cn
:_ 6f trailing edge flap deflection measured formal to the hinge line, deg
0 ratio of ambient temperature to standard temperature (519° ranklne)
_ tip speed ratio, V__
p density, Kg/m 3 (ib-sec2/ft _)
fan rotational speed, radlans/sec
. Subscripts
i,
C corrected , . ,
, J fan exit "
s static conditions
w win8
t tail
' ii
• -r.
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INTRODUCTION
Ames Research Center is studying the low-speed aerodynamic
characteristics of large scale V/STOL transport models with lift fan
and lift-cruise fan propulsion systems. Previous large scale studies
conducted in the 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel have investigated the aero-
dynamic characteristics and propulsion system performance of fan-in-
fuselage, fan-in-wing, and podded fan configurations. References I
= through 13 summarize these results.
Lift fan configurations for the most part have had shallow fan
inlets (i.e., XV-SA/B), which may give poor inlet performance. The
i model of this investigation had two fans mounted side by side in the
nose section of the fuselage. This permitted a reasonably deep inlet
on the inboard side of each fan while the outboard side had a fairly
! shallow inlet. Lift-cruise fans were installed on the aft section of
I the fuselage. Hood-type deflection ducts were used to turn the fan
i
i flow from the cruise direction to the lift direction for STOL perfo_-manee.
' t
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Fan performance is shown for all four fans )oth statically and with
crossflow. Longitudinal force and moment result_ are shown for a
representative tip speed (forward speed) range through wing supported
/
flight. Lateral-directional characteristics are also presented.
\
_j The results included herein are presented without analysis.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
Photographs of the model mounted in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind
Tunnel are shown in figure I. Figure 2 is a drawing of the model giving
pertinent dimensions and geometric details.
Fuselage
The fuselage was circular in cross section with a maximum diameter
of 1.75 m (69 in). Overall fuselage length was 14.48 m (570 in). The
forward or nose section of the fuselage housed two thirty-slx-lnch
diameter lift fans necessitating the bulbous falr_n_ that extended aft
to the vicinity of the wing leading edge. Mounted at the sides of the
aft fuselage were two thirty-slx-inch diameter llft-cruise fans with
axes parallel to the free stream direction. The gas generators used to
propel the four fans were housed on top of the fuselage (figure 2(a)).
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Wing
The wing was mounted low on the fuselage with 3° of dihedral and 0°
; incidence with respect to the fuselage reference line. Aspect ratio was
8.14, taper ratio 0.233, and sweeF along the quarter chord line was 23.5°.
An NACA 65-412 airfoil section was basic for the wing. A 22% chord
single-slotted trailing-edge flap extended from the fuselage to 63% semi-
span. A flap deflection of 30° was used for the entire investigation.
A 7% chord leading-edge slat extended full span and was deflected 20°
___ for the entire investigation (figure 2(f)).
Tall
The tail geometry and location are given in figure 2. The all-
moveable horizontal tail was an NACA 64-009 airfoil. It was pivoted
about the quarter chord and had a range of -I0° to +20° incidence.
For tests with the tail off, only the horizontal tail was removed. '_
Propulsion System
The propulsion system consisted of 4 lift fan& driven by 4 gas
generators. The lift fans were General Electric X-376 llft fans with
a design pressure ratio of 1.1. The gas generators were modified
T58-8B engines. The location and arrangement of each engine and fan
are shown in figure 2(a). All 4 lift fans rotated in a clockwise
direction looking into the inlet.
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Forward lift fans.- The two forward lift fans were installed as
shown in figures 2(b) and 2(c). The fans were mounted with the thrust
axis canted i0° with respect to the horizontal plane. The fan exit ducting
/
was designed to direct the fan exhaust flow in a plane 40° from the vertical.
_, A cascade of fourteen 0.114 m (4.50 in) chord highly cambered exit vanes was
mounted at the duct exit of each forward lift fan (vane ordinates are given
in figure 2(d)). The vanes spanned the exit ducts and were used both for
thrust vectoring and as a lower surface closure during power-off testing.
The exit cascade was manually rotatable in the 40° canted plane. With the
_-_ ring oriented to align the vane spans parallel to the aircraft centerline,
00"maximum lift was provided; this position defined o = Rotation of the
v
ring in the direction giving positive thrust vectoring was defined as
positive o . o values used ranged from -40° to Ii0°. The exit vanes were
v v
remotely operated and varied from -16° to +16 ° about the maximum llft
position. 8 0° was established at _ 0° 0°= = , _ = , o = 0°, RPM - 3600
V V ,
by trimming side force to zero. The forward llft fan inlets were bellmouth-
shaped and contoured to fit within boundaries dictated by space available, i
" After initial testing the forward inlets were modified by providing a i
more generous lip radius in an effort to improve fan performance at forward
speed. Data in the report is for the modified inlets except figure 7(a).
Lift-crulse fans.- The two aft fans were mounted in cruise pods
as shown in figure 2(e). The fan exhaust was deflected through ducts
for thrust vectoring. The ducts were adJusaable from 0° to 138.5° with
I
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0° in a direction to provide maximum horizontal thrust. The exhaust
nozzle area was sized to accommodate fan and turbine flow.
TESTING ti,DPROCEDURE
J
Longitudinal force and moment data were obtained for an angle of
attack range from -4° to 22°. Lateral-directional results were obtained
for a range of sideslip angles from -16 ° to +8° at 0° and 10° angle of
attack.
At zero angle of attack, fan RPM and wind tunnel speed were varied
J
independently. Data were obtained at several exit vane deflection
angles, cascade rotation angles, and lift-cruise fan exit-nozzle
deflection angles; with the horizontal tail both on and off; and with
the trailing edge flaps deflected 30° for all tests.
When angle of attack or angle of sideslip was varied, fan RPM and
wind tunnel speed were held constant. With all four fans operating,
various combinations of 8v, Or, and 6 were held constant throughoutcn
the angle of attack or angle of sideslip range. With the horizontal
tall installed, the deflection angle was varied at 0° and I0° angle
of attack to obtain tail effectiveness.
....1
I
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CORRECTIONS
Force and moment data obtained without the lift fans operating
/ (power off) have been corrected for the effects of wind-tunnel wall
interference in the following manner.
= _ + 0.484 CLu
u
CD = CD + 0.0084 CL 2
U U
C = C + 0.0240 CL (tail on only)m m
u u
Appropriate tares have been applied to the results to account for
3
exposed strut tips.
Reference 14 defines model to wlnd-tunnel sizing ratios that give
small wind-tunnel wall corrections when airplane drag is trimmed. The
subject model, according to these guide lines, should produce only small
wall effects; therefore, no wlnd-tunnel wall corrections have been
applied to the results with the fans operating.
RESULTS
Table I presents an Lndex to the figures. F=n performance, both
; statically and with forward speed, are shown in figures 3 through 6.
Figure 3 presents the zero forward speed characteristlc8 (llft and thrust){
[{
for the forward llft fans, the aft llft-crulse fens, and 811 four fans
operating. Figure 4 shows the variation In lift wlth exle louver
I deflection (Bv) for the left forward fen while fleure $ presence ehe
_,%,
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turning effectiveness of the lift-cruise fan hooded deflector. The
relationship between velocity ratio and tip-speed ratio is shown in
figure 6. The variation in fan thrust with forward speed for the
p
forward lift fans and the lift-cruise fans is given in figure 7. Fan
_, thrust variation with angle of attack is shown in figure 8 for both the
front and rear fans at various tip-speed ratios.
The variation in longitudinal characteristics with tip-speed ratio
at zero angle of attack is shown in figures 9 through 13. Figure 9 is
with the forward fans operating at various exit louver deflections (By)
and cascade rotation angles (ov) over the tip-speed ratio range examined.
Lift-cruise fan results are given in figure 10 for selected hooded
deflection angles (6 ). Figures 11 through 13 are fox four fan operation
cn
with the lift-crulse fan hooded deflectors at 23°, 56°, and 90°,
respectively. The variation of power-off (fans not operating) longitudinal
characteristics with angle of attack is presented in figure 14 with the
horizontal tail on and off. Figures 15 through 20 give the power-on
variation of longitudinal characteristics with angle of attack• Lift- L
exhaust-hood deflector angles were held constant while o andcruise fan
V
tip-speed ratio were varied to give the results shown _ values of 23°• Dcn
56°, 90°, and 138.5° are presented. The effect of differentially varying
_ llft fan RPM betweenthe frontand rear fans is shown for a 6 = 56° on
i Cn
= 90 ° on figure 19.figure 17 and 6on
J
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Horizontal tail effectiveness is presented in figure 21 for both
the power off and power on conditions. These results are shown for an_"
of attack of 0° and 10°.
Figures 22 and 23 show the variation in lateral-directional
_, characteristJcs with sideslip angle. Figure 22 is for the power off
condition while figure 23 presents the power on results.
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I. f,,r,,¢ 2..[b) ,,_.,,,,,v 1._/¢/..., J,,/d d,,,. _.__/f/..r F,_,, ._..-.,. ,
(b) Forward llft fan inlet cross section along free stream.i 'Figure 2.- Continued.
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F/_ere 2_ _,) TYPICAL ZIFf ,c_M KIND_'XI[' V_ME /,4K_i_ZZ_f/OW.
: (c) Forward lift fan and exit lover tnstall_tton.
FLsure 2.- Continued.
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(a) Bv = 0, CL vs p.
Figure 9.- The variation in _ongitudinai characteristics v_th tip-speed
ratio; forward _ift fans, RPH - 3600, _cn " 90, tail on_ 6f = 30.
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(c) 6v = -8, CL vs _.
,, Figure 9.- Continued.
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